BMS Graduate Student Rotation Evaluation – For faculty rotation advisors and GPC

Please rate the student using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicates very poor performance and 5 indicates exemplary performance, and provide comments below. This evaluation will be used by GPC and shared with next rotation advisor only. **It will not be shared with the student.**

Student name:

Faculty name:

1. Rating

   |                      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
---|----------------------|---|---|---|---|---|
Motivation               |   |   |   |   |   |
Personal and Professional conduct |   |   |   |   |   |
Absorption of concepts and literature |   |   |   |   |   |
Improvement in knowledge during rotation |   |   |   |   |   |
Improvement in lab skills during rotation |   |   |   |   |   |
Level of independence    |   |   |   |   |   |

2. If resources, time, and space were no object, would you be willing to accept this student into your lab? Note: this in no way is an agreement to do so.

   YES
   YES, but with reservation
   NO

3. Please provide your candid comments about the student from your observation during this rotation: